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ABSTRACT 

In a collaborative venture with a commercial archaeological unit 

CLASP undertook a geophysical (fluxgate gradiometer) survey of 

farmland on Home Farm adjacent to the archaeological remains of a 

Roman settlement located to the north-east of the hamlet of Upper 

Heyford, Northamptonshire (centred SP466320259900). The site 

was known to have been in part destroyed during the building of the 

M1 motorway and was being subjected to further partial 

archaeological investigation by MOLA in advance of the construction 

of the A45 Northampton to Daventry Link Road. Unfortunately the 

overall extent and nature of the site was difficult to clarify and the 

purpose of the survey was to help establish these contextual 

aspects of the remains. 

 

The total area explored covered approximately 1.6ha and revealed a 

series of geophysical anomalies mainly to the north and to a lesser 

extent west of the area affected by the link road and motorway 

carriageways. A series of linear and rectilinear magnetic anomalies 

aligned north to south were detected. These indicate the possible 

existence of a 'ladder' enclosure consisting of a settlement with 

associated fields, enclosures and paddocks. The findings imply the 

site of a modest Roman farm whose size and general layout has a 

comparative and classification value in the interpretation of 

neighbouring settlements in the wider Roman landscape locale of 

the watershed of the River Nene. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 In late 2015 and early 2016 the community-based archaeological 

charity CLASP (Community Landscape and Archaeology Survey 

Project) undertook a geophysical survey of two fields called 

Dryland and Top Piece at Home Farm, on land owned by the 

Althorp Estate and tenanted by Mr D Elliot. The survey area lies 

adjacent to and on both sides of the M1 carriageway just to the 

north of Upper Heyford, Northamptonshire.  

1.2 The commercial archaeological unit MOLA (Museum of London 

Archaeology) were involved in an archaeological geophysical 

survey and a more substantial open area excavation along the 

route of the A45 Northampton to Daventry Link Road to the 

south of the M1 carriageway. 

1.3 In a collaborative initiative CLASP supported and enhanced the 

fieldwork undertaken by MOLA which had been limited to the by-

pass corridor, to enable a better understanding of the extent and 

nature of the remains in the wider landscape. 

1.4 The survey covered a total area of 1.6 hectares and at the time 

of the exploratory work (December 2015 and January 2016) the 

fields were under long-term pasture. During the geophysical 

survey no problems were encountered with the collection of the 

field data. 

1.5 The magnetometer survey was employed to expand on previous 

geophysical and investigative surveys at the site with this tech-

nique being the most appropriate for the existing circumstances 

and conditions. 

1.6 The survey methodology described in this report was based upon 

guidelines set out in the English Heritage document Geophysical 

Survey in Archaeological Field Evaluation (David et al 2008). 

 

2.0 SITE LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION 

2.1 Situated on level ground 86m OD, 350m to the north of the 

village of Upper Heyford (fig.1), centred at SP466320 259900. 

The three survey areas separated by the M1 motorway carriage 

which lies in a deep cutting at this location (fig.2).  
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2.2 Survey Area Location (fig 2) 

Area 1 The survey area is situated along the north edge of the 

field adjacent to the M1 carriageway and bounded on 

the south by the proposed alignment of the A45, 

Northampton to Daventry Link Road. The field itself 

covers 6.2ha. The survey plot is also bound to the east 

by the old road from Upper Heyford to the Deserted 

Medieval Village of Glassthorpe, whilst further to the 

west the fields are pasture. Most of the southern area of 

the present field has been worked for gravel, totally 

destroying any archaeology. 

Area 2 Situated in the south-eastern corner of a field of 3.8ha. 

The survey field is bounded on the south by the M1, on 

the east by the old road from Upper Heyford to the 

Deserted Medieval Village of Glassthorpe, on the north 

and west by pasture.  

Area 3 Situated in the south-west corner of a field of 3.0ha. 

bounded on the south by the M1, on the west by the old 

road from Upper Heyford to the Deserted Medieval 

Village of Glassthorpe, on the north and east by pasture. 

Area 3 had very pronounced ridge and furrow visible on 

the surface which is confirmed in the geophysics  

 A very strong magnetic anomaly along the northern edge of the 

motorway cutting in areas 2 and 3 suggests there is either a 

metal service pipe or a cable buried at the lip of the cutting 

masking any magnetometer signal within 10m of the edge. 

2.3 The drift geology of the site consists of glacial boulder clay with 

sand and gravel (British Geological Survey sheet 185, published 

in 1969) Part of area 1 has been excavated for gravel. 
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3.0 ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

3.1 The general locality around Upper Heyford is known to form part 

of a wider Roman landscape dominated by a series of villa 

complexes and estates which flourished in the late 3rd to 4th 

centuries AD. Prominent amongst these are the neighbouring 

sophisticated Roman villa complexes located on the south bank 

of the River Nene either side of the village of Nether Heyford 

within a kilometre of the Upper Heyford site (829). 

3.2 The site was initially identified as a possible location of a Roman 

settlement site during the construction of the M1 in 1963 (828 

MNN2722) with Roman pottery including grey wares and 4th 

century Nene Valley colour-coated sherds retrieved at the time. 

3.3 Archaeological geophysical survey and trial trench evaluation of 

the A45 Northampton to Daventry Link Road, Northamptonshire 

in 2013-2014 revealed a series of ditches and gullies consistent 

with Romano-British settlement at Upper Heyford. The settle-

ment was thought to be limited in extent with its domestic focus 

probably destroyed by the motorway. A small selection of Roman 

sherds was retrieved, mostly greyware, which were probably 

mainly of local manufacture and one grogged sherd which is 

diagnostically early. The small amount of tile is indicative of 

fabrics found in assemblages from neighbouring sites. 

 

4.0 FIELD METHODOLOGY 

4.1 The aim of the geophysical survey using a Bartington 601-2 dual 

flux-gate magnetometer was to establish accurately the pres-

ence, extent and character of any geophysical anomalies within 

the survey area.  

4.2 The gradiometer uses a non-intrusive scientific inspecting tech-

nique to determine the presence or absence of some types of 

subsurface archaeological features (e.g. ditches, trackways, field 

systems, enclosures and building foundations). By scanning the 

soil surface geophysics can identify areas of varying magnetic 

flux density the data from which can be interpreted in a variety 

of graphical formats and can identify features that share morpho-

logical affinities with diagnostic archaeological remains (Clark 

1990). In this case magnetic survey was employed because it 
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offered the best chance of determining the wider extent and 

structural detail of the surviving archaeology. 

4.3 The area gradiometer survey was conducted with the 601 data 

logger set to make four readings per metre (Sample interval of 

0.25 m). The zigzag traversed method of survey was used with 

1m wide traverses on a north-south line across a series of 30 x 

30m grids. The sensitivity of the machine was set to record and 

detect variation in the order of 0.1 nanoTesla. 

4.4 The data was processed using Snuffler Version 1.3 and filtered to 

reduce geomagnetic striping and operator error due to ground 

irregularities etc. The gradiometer data is displayed as a grey 

scale map in figs. 3 and 5 and an interpretation of the possible 

archaeological anomalies is shown in figs. 4 and 6.  

4.5 The grids were laid out using surveyors’ tapes and optical square 

from fixed physical features.  

Area 1 A 120m base line running approx. east−west and par-

allel to the motorway fence and 5m from it. The eastern 

end positioned 23m from the field’s east fence. (MOLA 

excavations prevented starting further east.) 

Area 2 A 120m base line running approx. north−south parallel 

to the east fence and 5m from its southern end and 5m 

from the motorway fence. 

Area 3 A 60m base line running approx. north−south parallel to 

the west field fence. Commencing 5m north and 5m east 

of the south-west corner of the field fences. 

 

5.0 FIELD DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF 

RESULTS 

5.1 Area 1  In the extreme north-east of the field containing the 

proposed alignment of the A45 Northampton to Daventry Link 

Road and to the north of the area excavated by MOLA three 

anomalies were detected during the geophysical survey. These all 

share different elements of a larger site that extended towards 

the north: namely a possible boundary ditch aligned roughly 

north−south to the west with part of an internal enclosure 

further to the east and a section of another unrelated transverse 
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drainage ditch. The main boundary ditch was probably associated 

with the ditches of the enclosure covering an area of about 

0.067ha. Further to the west ridge and furrow was observed as 

well as evidence of post medieval quarrying. 

5.2 Area 2  The anomalies observed in this western field to the north 

of the M1 motorway comprise the majority of the features 

detected during the geophysical survey. These anomalies could 

be interpreted as components of a 'ladder enclosure' delimited on 

its western edge by a boundary ditch as located in Area 1 and a 

series of internal enclosures. The ladder enclosure lies in a 

general alignment towards the north-east. Overall the ladder 

enclosure in Area 2 is 96m long and at the southern end has a 

width of about 37m but this has tapered to 15m at the northern 

end. The size of the enclosures varies from 0.041 to 0.017ha. 

5.3 Area 3  The area is dominated by ridge and furrow but the geo-

physical evidence also demonstrates the existence of two 

ditches. One runs parallel to the western field boundary and the 

other lies further to the east along a north-eastern alignment 

towards the middle of the field. The former could represent the 

eastern boundary ditch of the ladder enclosure whilst the other 

ditch has no initial discernable relationship with the main 

rationale for the site.  

 

6.0  CONCLUSIONS 

6.1 Most importantly the data obtained by CLASP from the magneto-

meter geophysical survey at Upper Heyford enhances the overall 

archaeological interpretation of the site. The fieldwork identifies 

both the extent and layout of the site which will facilitate a more 

in-depth understanding of the context and rationale for the 

remains of the Roman settlement at Upper Heyford. These find-

ings taken in conjunction with the geophysical and excavation 

data obtained by MOLA should allow the nature and character of 

the settlement to be explained and also a basic chronological 

development of the site to be postulated. 

6.2 The geophysical survey anomalies are indicative of a compact 

linear settlement known as a ladder enclosure which is character-

ized by a general north to south axial alignment and narrow strip 

layout from west to east.  
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6.3 The anomalies detected during the geophysical survey are 

comparable with those discovered and excavated at Milton Ham, 

near Junction 15 on the M1 in 2008. Northamptonshire Archae-

ology interpreted that site as a sub rectangular ladder enclosure 

dated to the 3rd and 4th centuries AD although earlier features 

relating to the 2nd century were also excavated. The rationale for 

the Milton Ham site was considered primarily to have been for 

holding and managing livestock. Unfortunately no clear structural 

evidence was recovered to indicate domestic activity and habita-

tion although the artifactual material suggests such activity poss-

ibly existed in the adjacent area. 

6.4 Both Upper Heyford and Milton Ham provide a striking similarity 

in their basic layout and intention, with the CLASP survey data 

demonstrating a close resemblance in overall dimensions. Initial 

examination of pottery and coins observed during the MOLA 

excavation of Upper Heyford suggests a similar date to those of 

Milton Ham. 

6.5 The discernible archaeological profile of both these ladder en-

closures can be taken as characteristic of a classifiable type of 

site whose importance in this landscape has not previously been 

properly recognized but which presumably was more widely 

utilized in the general locality. The relationship between ladder 

enclosures and the larger villa complexes within the neighbouring 

parishes is still to be determined but the evidence points towards 

a more complex and detailed agricultural dependency, as one 

would expect between the different sites types located in the 

watershed of the River Nene in central Northamptonshire. 

6.6 Extensive exemplary ridge and furrow of medieval date has 

survived across the north-eastern element of the Upper Heyford 

site and forms part of a larger area of medieval landscape that 

lies to the north of the explored area. 
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  Fig. 1  Location. 
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Fig. 2  Site area. 

 

 

 Fig. 3  Greyscale map of magnetometry, Area 1. 
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 Fig. 4  Interpreted plan of gradiometer survey results, Area 1. 

 

 

 Fig 5  Greyscale map of magnetometry, Area 2 and 3. 
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Fig. 6 Interpreted plan of gradiometer survey results, Areas 2 and 3. 
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APPENDIX 

MEDIEVAL AND EARLIER HER/SMR WITHIN 0.5km 

 

826 - MNN3720 Upper Heyford SHRUNKEN VILLAGE  

828 - MNN3722 Possible Romano-British Settlement 

945 - MNN3797 Possible Prehistoric Settlement  

 ENN108063 A45 Northampton to Daventry Link Road (2014) 

Roman activity was found to the north of Upper 

Heyford, close to the road to Glassthorpe. Boundary 

features and pits produced finds that were probably 

associated with a settlement site, the larger part of 

which was lost during construction of the M1 

motorway. 

 

 

Fig. 7  Medieval and earlier HER/SMR within 0.5km. 


